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residents reeling from damage to homes due to poor soils - residents reeling from damage to homes due to poor soils
city working on potential fix turns out their plan was built on bad soil engelhardt 64 had socked his entire savings into a
custom home on middle valley drive in the hilly minnesota ridge subdivision on the city s southeast side, lawsuit alleges
developers ignored warnings about bad soil - lawsuit alleges developers ignored warnings about bad soil rendering new
homes uninhabitable but randy hall of broker one said that with the exception of a single plaintiff the lawsuit caught him off
guard a storm water drainage issue had caused damage to one property in the development last year but hall said that
broker one had sought to work with all the affected homeowners, sf residents sue firm over soil cleanup at hunters
point - a lawyer representing bayview hunters point residents has filed a class action lawsuit against tetra tech the
environmental engineering company recently accused of fraud related to the 1 billion, construction defect lawsuits
common causes of action - construction defect lawsuits common causes of action common causes of action in a
construction defect lawsuit include breach of contract breach of warranty negligence and strict liability in a breach of contract
action each party must have been a party to the contract, contaminated soil in construction projects enva - the presence
or identification of contaminated soil during construction projects is always problematic due to the consequential time delays
in properly identifying and classifying the contaminated area and the costs involved to ensure the safe and compliant
management of the contaminated material, what types of soil tests required for building construction - moisture content
or water content in soil is an important parameter for building construction of all the above oven drying method is most
common and accurate method in this method the soil sample is taken and weighed and put it in oven and dried at 110o 5oc
after 24 hours soil is taken out and weighed, soil issues for residential construction in texas - expansive clay soil also
called shrink swell soil causes billions of dollars of damage in the united states each year with the ability to expand in
volume up to 30 or more when water is absorbed expansive soils can generate tremendous pressure on structures such as
concrete foundations, what type of soil is good for a foundation for buildings - question what type of soil is good for a
foundation for buildings or houses answer in both cities and the countryside selection of sites with the best soil is an
important engineering decision in the building process whether you live in a house condo or apartment your home is
connected to the soil your school
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